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Solar home special kit 1-KW for 
cloudy rainy tropical areas.
Designing a reliable solar system is not too 
simple and in many areas a standard solution 
will not work well. By this reason we have a 
special kit optimized for tropical installations in 
less sunny areas. In hot and rainy areas with 
lots of clouds this kit will give far better 
performance that any standard solution.
Components are also an issue in rural areas 
and we have selected components with 
lowest demands in serviced best life cycle 
costs.

Solar small house kit characteristics in short.
* Kit aimed for installations where key is to get electricity for basic needs. It gives 120 or 240 Volt and 1 KW output.
* System can handle 6-12 separate 5-10W led lamps, TV, radio, mobile charger, fridge etc.
* Thin film CIGS solar panel gives best operation in less sunny and rather cloudy weather. 
* Very good operation and output in hot and humid climate.
* Electronics by Victron Holland for best reliability and life time and local services. 
* Marine quality components like cables and junctions for less corrosion
* Ni-Fe battery designed to be deep cycled to 50% and if so life time is typical about 10- 20 years.
* Solar panels and battery system ROHS environmental certified. No hazardous materials and green design.
* Components produced under ISO 9000 certified production for best reliability.

Solar panels are based on CIGS thin film technology. CIGS are by far the best in twilight, cloudy days and partial 
shadowing compared to standard mono crystalline panels. Murky days these panels often produce 20-30% more 
energy in KWH than other panels at same rated Watt output. When solar coefficient is less 3 this have very large 
effects of the operation and system stability.
CIGS panels are 2 glass laminated panels with no plastics on back 
side that shorten the life time. Expected life time is over 40 years daily 
operation. ROHS certified for highest demands in green standards.

Battery pack the most costly part is based on very reliable Ni-Fe 
cells. Ni-Fe battery contains no lead and are considered as very 
green and environmentally friendly. No battery will handle hot climate 
and brutal operation better than Ni-Fe cells. Cells are ROHS 
Certified. Ni-Fe can be charged very fast with no damage like lead 
battery that must have at least 10 hours charge time. This system has 
large solar panels to compensate for little sun but when sky is clear 
they charge very fast and then the battery must handle this 
operation.This large dynamics can’t be handled with any normal lead 
battery systems. Ni-Fe cells have no balancing electronics and short 
life cycle as Lithium cells have and this makes them far more reliable.

Electronics / Inverter  + MPPT charger etc.  We only use 
Victron Electronic solutions as they are nr 1 world wide with best reputation and reliability. Warranty is 5 years and 
there are service offices in almost any corner of the globe for local maintenance if 
needed. All systems have a special lightning protection unit included and we always 
deliver a set of cables + connectors and fuses + breaker to a complete ready to install 
system.

MPPT chargers give 20-30 % more capacity that the old cheaper PWM systems so 
we always use them. They are extra good when cloudy and twilight and shadowing.
Inverter is a sine vare design so all equipment can be used with no problems.  Victron 
unites have integrated transient protection and best reputation on the market.
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Sine wave inverter gives 800 W output with pure sine wave 120 or 230 volt 
AC. We offer a larger 1200W unit if more peak power is needed.

Fuse and fuse box is also included so kit is ready to install.
Cables have large area copper cables pre-made for direct installation with no 
tools except an adjustable wrench that is included in a small tool kit.

The kit components   This is designed to give power for a 200-300 Liter 
Fridge/ cooler and a TV set + 6-12 lamps + mobile phone charger and some 
hours radio. PC / Internet a few hours is OK. System have a 120 or 240 volt inverter sine wave output design and can 
use standard home appliances. System can handle this and a little more so there can be a future expansion.
3 pcs 335 W CIGS solar panel. Total 1005 W and gives about 1-3 KWH / day in output in a low level sunshine area.
1 pcs Ni-Fe battery 24 volt 2.4 KWH weight 120 kg with junctions and cables
1 pcs MPPT solar charger 100 Volt 15A by Victron
1 pcs Cable kit pre-made and just to hook up. Tool kit included.
1 pcs 800 W sinus output inverter. Victron sine wave model witchy 120 or 240 Volt AC output. Spec at order.
All pre-connected and system can be installed in maybe a few hours by an electrician.

Cigs solar panels in a cloudy area gives 
15-30% more KWH out of a solar system 
compared to standard Mono and multi 
crystalline panels.
To compare you need 1.3 KW standard 
panels to guide same energy amount over 
a longer time.
The double laminated design can handle 
more problems like hail storms and other 
falling objects. No plastics at back side will 
suffer to UV light degradation. Life cycle 
typical over 40 years.

Ni-Fe battery is a very old design with best reputation in life 
time and ruggedness. Weight is high but in a system like 
this it is not so important with weight. There is no acids in 
battery and no lead and battery is very green.
The battery can’t be overcharged and this is a key in this 
application. Larger than normal solar panels to compensate 
for cloudy days will make very high charging when there is 
sun for some hours. This battery cant be overcharged 
whatever happens and this adds better life cycle. Lead can 
burn out and die in weeks where we works for years.
About 1 time / 5 years water levels shall be checked and if 
needed filled sop with distilled water. 
In airports and hospitals this is a common emergency 
battery due to its reliability and rugged operation. This is not 
cheapest and most compact but have best life cycle cost 
over some years.
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